Who are these
millenials*?
We know what they read.
RIGHTS GUIDE FALL 2022

*They live on Instagram, where they
discuss politics from their shared apartment rooms, order organic food boxes to
their home and drink white wine at the
kiosk around the corner. They buy books
to form themselves (a personality).

Dear colleagues and friends,
last year has been an exciting time. We were present at
Frankfurt Book Fair, published our first five books and
developed our publishing house creatively and excitingly despite the difficult circumstances.
Now we are looking forward to the coming year. Readings and extraordinary events, meetings in Frankfurt,
new books and creative cooperations with inspiring
people from the book industry that are just round the
corner.
We are pleased to present our titles for fall 2022. These
are the books we want to read: fascinating and controversial, feminist and moving.

PUBLISHING AND MORE

Inspired, irrepressible, young.
For a creative culture that
stays.

Michaela Leitner illustrates informatively and with a
huge injustice in the middle of our society. FemFacts
shakes things up and gets to the heart of feminism. A
book for everyone, not just women. Because this book
fights for change and explains feminism in an understandable way for everyone, with illustrations, graphics
and many new food for thought.
With Give a Fck, we have dared to tackle a topic that
is without question controversial and taboo. Catrin Altzschner talks to people directly from the red light and
it shows a world that is more diverse and present than
expected. Sex work has many facets and is more than
just performance or porn.
We look forward to hearing from you!
Lydia Hilebrand, Laura Nerbel, Elena Straßl,
Jessica Taso and Sarah Zechel
&Töchter

web:
und-toechter.de
instagram: @und.toechter
facebook: Und.Töchter

non-fiction

Porn, brothels and prostitution - when people think
of sex work, they rarely see anything else and hardly
ever question this image, because: sex work, that’s the
others.
But while our society still doesn’t recognize sex work as
a means of earning a living, it has long since established
itself on social media platforms like Onlyfans and can
even mean self-empowerment.
But what really constitutes sex work and why does our
view of it need to change? We can only understand that
by listening to people who practice it.
Catrin Altzschner talks to sex workers, looks under the
covers and questions. Not only the way sex work is debated, but also what sex work has to do with ourselves
and the society we live in.
A long overdue reportage that wants to break taboos.

the author
CATRIN ALTZSCHNER
studied history and German literature with
a focus on literary studies, worked at Kaas &
Kappes children’s theater, wrote her own plays
and participated in poetry slams. After a traineeship, she worked as a journalist for various
format radios of NRW Lokalfunk and ARD. Since
2019 she hosts the podcast Intimbereich about
sexuality and relationships at 1Live/WDR. At
the German Hygiene Museum in Dresden, she
hosts the literary work show Club der kruden
Dichter. She is also currently working on her
own radio play for WDR.

Sex work has many faces

A book that breaks taboos and
dares to bring a stigmatized
topic out of the shadows
without using clichés
With authentic and emotional
reports of experiences
directly from the red light
milieu

CATRIN ALTZSCHNER

Give a Fck
About sex work
non-fiction | approx. 270 pages | 12,5 x 19,5 cm | softcover with flaps
ISBN 978-3-948819-06-4
€ 20,00
Publication November 2022

non-fiction

According to the German law, women and men have
had equal rights for over 70 years. But is that really the
case? Who mainly takes care of the house and children?
Who is less likely to make it into management despite
equal training and experience? Who still falls through
the cracks, linguistically and medically? Women*. They
are the survivors of a system that half of humanity
simply forgets. Where stereotypical gender roles and
sexism have brought us is shown by the eternal discussions about the gender pay gap and the question
of care work. This book is a feminist survey - sometimes
amusing, mostly hair-raising. Michaela Leitner illustrates
in informative as well as tongue-in-cheek illustrations a
huge injustice in the middle of our society.
*Gender categories are diverse and move beyond the
binary of ›woman - man‹. In this book, the term ›woman‹
refers to individuals who identify wholly or partially as
women, are read as women, and/or have been socialized as women.

the author and illustrator
MICHAELA LEITNER
studied communication design and transformation design at
the University of Augsburg. For years, she has been dealing
with the topic of equality and the question of how she, as a
designer, can help this topic gain more attention in everyday
life. Whether through text, illustration, graphics, lettering or
sometimes (bad) humor and sarcasm - to achieve this goal
almost any means are fine with her.
When Michaela is not illustrating, giving workshops or getting
angry about injustice, she is busy with architecture, letters
and modern calligraphy, drinking black tea with cream or
going to flea markets.

Fair, free, feministic! Right?

Feminism made easy:
shocking facts about
women’s everyday
lives that awaken and
enlighten
The perfect gift for
young women (and
men) who want to
(or should) learn about
sexism and its
consequences
With amusing and
eye-catching
illustrations and
graphics that underline
and explain the facts

MICHAELA LEITNER

FemFacts
Of sexisms, gender gaps and other absurdities
non-fiction | 208 pages | 16,5 x 23,5 cm | softcover with flaps
ISBN 978-3-948819-05-7
€ 20,00
Publication June 2022
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PUBLISHED BY WIEBKE DIERKS

Descendants

When daughters write to their mothers
non-fiction | 224 pages | 13,5 x 20,5 cm | softcover with flaps
ISBN 978-3-948819-04-0 l € 22,00
honest & emotional

PUBLISHED BY EVEIN OBULOR / ROSAMAG

Black with a capital B

non-fiction | 240 pages | 13,5 x 20,5 cm | softcover with flaps
ISBN 978-3-948819-02-6 l € 22,00
anti-racist & multifaceted

LAURA SPÄTH

About Shame
non-fiction | 272 pages | 12,5 x 19.5 cm | softcover with flaps
ISBN 9 78-3-948819-03-3 l € 18,00
feminist & intimate

JENNIFER HAUWEHDE & MILENA ZWERENZ

Great Green Thinking

Multifarious perspectives on sustainable living
non-fiction l 272 pages l 16,5 x 23,3 cm l hardcover
ISBN 978-3-948819-01-9 l € 28,00
substantially & system critical

ALEXANDER SPERLING

Glasshouse Effect
A future novel

fiction | 288 pages | 12,5 x 19.5 cm | hardcover
ISBN 978-3-948819-00-2 l € 20,00
dystopian & thrilling

I’d love to hear from
you soon!
Laura Nerbel
foreign rights
laura.nerbel@und-toechter.de
und-toechter.de
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